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We investigate the dynamical properties of an interacting many-body system with a nontrivial energy potential landscape that may induce a singular continuous single-particle energy spectrum. Focusing on the Aubry-André model, whose anomalous transport properties in the presence of interaction was recently demonstrated experimentally in an ultracold-gas setup, we discuss the anomalous slowing down of the dynamics it exhibits and show that it emerges from the singular-continuous nature of the single-particle excitation spectrum. Our study demonstrates that singular-continuous spectra can be found in interacting systems, unlike previously conjectured by treating the interactions in the mean-field approximation. This, in turns, also highlights the importance of the many-body correlations in giving rise to anomalous dynamics, which, in many-body systems, can result from a nontrivial interplay between geometry and interactions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of quasicrystals in 1982 [1] and of protocols to produce large and stable samples [2] has triggered theoretical investigations to clarify the origin of their unusual physical properties such as an increase of resistivity with both decreasing temperature and/or increasing the sample purity [3]. It was soon realized that this behavior is strictly linked to the singular continuous (SC) nature of the single-particle energy spectrum (SPES), with the accompanying critical eigenfunctions [4], whose scaling properties account for anomalous transport and diffusion [5] and partially explain the peculiar behavior of these materials. Before the discovery of quasicrystalline structures, the SC spectrum [6] was thought to be solely a mathematical concept with no physical counterpart [7]. The SC part, in fact, is not easily accessible, and often, its presence is inferred after removing the absolutely continuous (AC) and pure-point (PP) parts from the whole spectrum, provided a set of nonzero measures is left over.

The role of SC spectra in the dynamics of noninteracting systems has been investigated in Ref. [8], and its link to anomalous propagation of correlations in giving rise to anomalous dynamics, which, in many-body systems, can result from a nontrivial interplay between geometry and interactions.

II. THE MODEL

We consider a gas of spin-1/2 particles in one dimension, described by the Fermi-Hubbard model:

\[
\hat{H} = \sum_{n,\sigma} \varepsilon_n \hat{c}_n^{\dagger} \hat{c}_n + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{n,\sigma} U \hat{c}_{n,\uparrow}^{\dagger} \hat{c}_{n,\uparrow} \hat{c}_{n,\downarrow} \hat{c}_{n,\downarrow} + H.c. + U \hat{n}_{n,\uparrow} \hat{n}_{n,\downarrow},
\]
where $J$ is the hopping strength (which we use as the energy unit), $\epsilon_n$ is the on-site energy, $U$ is the on-site interaction between particles with different spins in the $s$-wave approximation, $\hat{c}_{n,\sigma}^\dagger (\hat{c}_{n,\sigma})$ are fermion creation (annihilation) operators at site $n$ with spin $\sigma$, and $\delta_{n,m} = \delta_{n,m}\hat{c}_{n,\sigma}^\dagger \hat{c}_{m,\sigma}$ is the corresponding number operator. We choose to work with open boundary conditions not to enforce any artificial periodicity. The AAM is obtained by setting $\epsilon_n = \lambda \cos(2\pi n)$ [28], with $\lambda = (\sqrt{5} + 1)/2$.

If not otherwise stated, we consider an initial state with two particles with opposite spins on even sites, with odd sites being empty, which can be considered the ground state of a Hamiltonian with no interaction and shallower on-site potential on even sites. At time $t = 0$ we assume that a sudden quench of the interaction and of the on-site potential realizes the Hamiltonian $H$, which remains constant in time and governs the dynamics of the system. It is important, for the forthcoming discussion, to mention that the dynamical behavior of the system is essentially independent of the choice of the initial state, provided the latter is spread among most of the eigenstates in the delocalized region. This guarantees that during the time evolution the system can explore most of the spectrum. This has already been exploited in Ref. [10] for the case of a quantum walk in aperiodic lattices.

Information on the dynamical properties of the system is obtained from the lesser component of the single-particle Green’s function: $G^R_{ij}(t; t') = i\langle \hat{c}_{i,\sigma}(t') \hat{c}_{j,\sigma}(t) \rangle$, where the average is over the initial state and $s = n, \sigma$. Its time-diagonal component is nothing but the reduced single-particle density matrix of the system up to a factor $i$, whereas the off-diagonal ones give information on the correlations developed during the evolution across the system. We resort to the nonequilibrium Green’s functions technique by solving numerically the corresponding set of Dyson equations [29]:

$$G^R(t; t') = g^R_{xx}(t; t) + \{ G^R \circ \Sigma \circ G^R \}(t; t'),$$

$$G^i(t; t') = G^R(t_0; t_0) \cdot g^R(t_0; t_0) \cdot G^i(t_0; t) + \{ G^R \circ \Sigma \circ G^R \}(t; t'),$$

where $[A \circ B](t; t') = \int d\tau A(t; t - \tau) \cdot B(t'; t - \tau)$ and the center dot ($\cdot$) is the matrix multiplication. The self-energy entering the Dyson equation is calculated in the second Born approximation [30]:

$$\Sigma^R(t; t') = \Sigma^R_{ij}(t; t') \sum_{kl} v_{ik} G^R_{kl}(t; t') G^R_{kl}(t'; t) v_{lj},$$

$$\Sigma^R(t; t') = \Sigma_{H}(t; t') + \Theta(t - t')[(G^R(t; t') - G^i(t; t'))],$$

where $v_{ij} = U \delta_{nm}(1 - \delta_{nm})$ is the on-site interaction between particles with opposite spin components and $\Sigma_{H}(t; t') = -iv \cdot G^R(t; t')$ is the Hartree self-energy (mean field) which is local in time and depends upon the density. The Fock and the exchange diagram of the second Born are absent because of the absence of initial correlations between the spins degree of freedom and because the Hamiltonian does not create such correlations. Our approach closely follows Refs. [31,32] and is an extension of the self-consistent approach presented in Ref. [33] for bosonic systems. The self-consistency guarantees that the macroscopic conservation laws are satisfied because the second Born self-energy can be derived from a Luttinger-Ward potential [30]. In the following we will also look at the spectral function $A(k, \omega) = -\pi^{-1} \text{Im} G^R(k, \omega)$, where

$$A(k, \omega) = \lim_{T \to \infty} \sum_{n,\sigma} \frac{e^{-\epsilon(n-m)}}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{2\pi/T} d\tau G^R_{n,\sigma\sigma}(T + \tau/2; T - \tau/2).$$

In our numerical calculations we will choose $T$ to be half of the total time of evolution.

### III. GEOMETRY-INDUCED ANOMALOUS DIFFUSION

The spreading of correlations in a noninteracting system with an AC SPES is ballistic with a maximum velocity determined by both the energy spectrum and the initial state (but always bounded from above by the Lieb-Robinson bound [34]). In the case of a PP SPES, instead, the spreading is suppressed, and correlations develop only in a finite region whose size is proportional to the localization length which vanishes in the thermodynamic limit.

To quantify the spreading of the correlations, we use the variance of the probability distribution defined as $P(t) = \langle |G^R_{ii}(0; t)|^2 \rangle$ as in Ref. [33]. In Fig. 1(a) we show two examples of the $P(t)$ for two different values of $\lambda$, one in the delocalized phase ($\lambda = 0.8$) and the other at the critical point ($\lambda = 1$). Due to the absence of interaction, the spin degree of freedom is irrelevant; therefore, we consider spinless fermions when $U = 0$. By assuming a power-law behavior for the variance of $P(t)$ at long times, i.e., $\sigma(t) \propto t^\alpha$ for $Jt \gg 1$, we looked at the behavior of the exponent $\alpha$ for different system sizes and different values of $\lambda$. The results are shown in Fig. 1(b).

In the thermodynamic limit, the expansion is ballistic ($\alpha = 1$) for $\lambda < 1$, whereas it is suppressed for $\lambda > 1$ [35].

It is interesting to compare these features with those of the on-site Fibonacci model (OFM), showing a purely SC energy spectrum [36] induced by its quasiperiodic geometry [37,38] and displaying no phase transition. The OFM is obtained by setting $\epsilon_n = \lambda(\{n + 1\} - \{n/\tau\})$ in Eq. (1). The results are shown in Fig. 1(c), where we can appreciate a deviation from ballistic spreading at any finite $\lambda$. This behavior can be traced back to the critical nature of the eigenfunctions together with the SC nature of the spectrum [5,10,36], and it is shared by other aperiodic structures [39,40].

We can draw two main conclusions from the above observations. The AAM for $\lambda < 1$ ($\lambda > 1$) behaves as any other noninteracting system with an AC (PP) SPES, inducing ballistic propagation of (suppression of) correlations. At the transition point ($\lambda = 1$) the AAM shares with the OFM the SC nature of the SPES, which induces a deviation from either a simple ballistic propagation or full localization.

### IV. INTERPLAY BETWEEN INTERACTION AND GEOMETRY

On-site interactions alter transport properties in a substantial way: when the single-particle eigenfunctions are extended, the spreading turns from ballistic to diffusive for moderate values of $U$ [33,41]. instead, in the localized case interactions help the system to acquire a nonzero diffusivity.
We have shown that anomalous diffusion arises in a non-interacting system due to quasiperiodicity. Therefore, it is meaningful to ask how these features, induced by a nontrivial underlying geometry, are affected by the interaction. To answer this question, we look at the dynamics of a many-body interacting system described by the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) for both the AAM and the OFM.

We introduce the particle imbalance, defined as $\Delta N(t) = [N_e(t) - N_o(t)]/N_{tot}$, where $N_e(t)$ is the number of particles at the even/odd sites at time $t$ and $N_{tot}$ is the total number of particles in the system. This is an experimentally accessible physical quantity [14,15,41], and it is a good figure of merit for the diffusion properties of a system. In the delocalized (ergodic) phase $\Delta N(t) \to 0$ on a single-particle timescale ($\sim J^{-1}$), and all particles are redistributed among different sites. In the localized phase, $\Delta N(t) \to N(\lambda, U) \neq 0$ at long times ($Jt \gg 1$). In Refs. [14,15] it was shown that this is true away from the zero-interaction transition point. Close to $\lambda = 1$, $\Delta N \to 0$ with a power-law decay. The latter is a signature of a nontrivial interplay between the effect of interaction and geometry that we want to investigate in more detail.

Figure 2(a) reports the imbalance $\Delta N(t)$ for the AAM and for $U = 0.4$ and for different values of $\lambda$. The imbalance shows either a fast decay towards zero for $\lambda < 1$ (with respect to the single-particle timescale $J^{-1}$) or a slow decay, which, for higher $\lambda$, is also accompanied by persistent oscillations. This is a power-law decay, as we show in Fig. 2(d) (top panel). In order to assess this fact more quantitatively, we fitted [42] the imbalance with a power law of the form $\Delta N(t) = a t^{-\beta}$. The exponent $\beta$ for different $\lambda$ and $U$ is shown in Fig. 3. For $\lambda < 1$, $\Delta N(t) \to 0$ in a superdiffusive way ($1/2 < \beta \leq 1$), and $\beta$ decreases with $U$, as expected for one-dimensional systems at small interactions in the ergodic phase [41]. For $\lambda > 1$, there are two appreciably different behaviors depending on the value of the interaction. A critical value $U_\text{c}(\lambda)$ exists, such that...
We conjecture that the slowing down of the dynamics observed above arises as a result of a nontrivial competition between the geometry of the underlying energy landscape and the two-body interaction. To give more solid ground to this conjecture, we shall show that the geometry-interaction interplay affects the nature of the SPES [43] and that there is a relation between the slowing down and its SC nature. Let us introduce the following quantities: the time-averaged imbalance \( \langle \Delta N(t) \rangle_T = T^{-1} \int_0^T dt \Delta N(t) \) and the autocorrelation function \( C(\tau) = \langle \Delta N(t)^2 \rangle_T^{-1} \langle \Delta N(t) \Delta N(t + \tau) \rangle_T \).

To investigate the nature of the SPES, we employ the results of Refs. [8,33,44,45]; specifically, we make use of the Ruelle-Amrein-Georgescu-Enss (RAGE) theorem and the Lebesgue-Riemann theorem, which imply that the conditions for the spectrum to have a SC component are \( \lim_{T \to \infty} \langle \Delta N(t) \rangle_T = 0 \) and \( \lim_{T \to \infty} C(\tau) = 0 \). The first condition excludes the presence of a PP part, whereas the second ensures that no AC part is present (see Appendix B). For the data in Fig. 2(a), these quantities are shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). In each of them, we can distinguish markedly different behaviors depending on the system parameters: a fast decay to zero, a slow decay towards zero, and a decay towards a nonzero asymptotic value. In Fig. 2(d) (bottom panel) we also show that \( \langle \Delta N(t) \rangle_T \) has a power-law behavior, which also occurs for \( C(\tau) \) (not shown). In Fig. 5, we show the exponents of the power-law fits \( \langle \Delta N(t) \rangle_T \propto T^{-\gamma} \) [Fig. 5(a)] and \( C(\tau) \propto \tau^{-\delta} \) [Fig. 5(b)].

We see that in the top left region of Fig. 5(a), we have \( \gamma < 0.1 \), which we conservatively assume as a threshold for an almost nondecaying signal. According to the RAGE theorem, for the set of points below this line, we can be sure that the SPES does not have a PP component. Looking at the other exponent, \( \delta \), in Fig. 5(b), we see that there is a region where \( \delta < 0.2 \) (which is the exponent for \( \lambda = 1, U = 0 \), taken here, conservatively, as a threshold), for which \( C(\tau) \) decays very slowly, and we expect the system not to have any AC component in its spectrum. Merging these observations, we infer that in the region of parameters such that \( \gamma > 0.1 \) and \( \delta < 0.2 \) the spectrum of the system is purely SC. It is important to
highlight that the region where a SC component is present could be larger than the one we are singling out, as we looked for regions where the spectrum is purely SC and tried to bound them accurately.

With the help of Fig. 3(b), we observe that there is a good overlap between the region in which the anomalous slowing down of \( \Delta N(t) \) occurs and the region in which the system shows a SC SPES (\( \{(\lambda, U) \mid \gamma > 0.1 \text{ and } \delta < 0.2\} \)).

We now want to show that the observed timescale dilation is not a legacy of the transition at \( U = 0 \) but has a deeper origin. This fact emerges more clearly by looking at the behavior of the interacting OFM, which gives rise to anomalous diffusion in the absence of interaction. In this model, the imbalance, reported in Fig. 6 for different \( \lambda \) and \( U = 0.4 \), shows a very slow decay. For small values of \( \lambda \), \( \Delta N(t) \to 0 \), whereas for large \( \lambda \), a power-law behavior emerges similar to the AAM. We can perform an analysis similar to the one conducted for the AAM on the SPES of the OFM. The time-averaged imbalance and the autocorrelation functions are shown in Figs. 6(b) and 6(c). There, it can be clearly seen that \( \langle \Delta N(t) \rangle_T \) decays to zero as a power law for all \( \lambda \), whereas \( C(\tau) \) reaches a constant value at large times. The behavior of the exponent \( \gamma \) for two different interactions is shown in Fig. 6(d), where one can see that increasing \( \lambda \) results in a reduction of the decay exponent. These two observations show that the SPES of the interacting OFM is purely SC in nature. Actually, at small values of \( \lambda \), we observe that the asymptotic value of \( C(\tau) \) is zero. This does not rule out the presence of a SC component; instead, it points towards the presence of the AC one. Nevertheless, for such small values of \( \lambda \), the gaps induced by the underlying potential are very small, and therefore, any infinitely small interaction can cause their closure and the transition to a continuous of states.

The example of the OFM also shows that SC spectra are robust when many-body interactions are added, thus leaving the hope of observing the unusual properties of quasicrystalline materials also in moderately interacting systems. This is in contrast to previous predictions [26,27] based on effective noninteracting models, which allows us to conclude that many-body correlations are a key ingredient in the development of the discussed anomalous behavior.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have shown that the anomalous slowing down of the dynamics in the Aubry-André model, observed in Ref. [14], arises as a result of the singular continuous nature of the single-particle energy spectrum. In the future, it will be interesting to investigate other models [26] with a singular continuous spectrum in the absence of interactions and describe their fate when many-body interactions are introduced.
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APPENDIX A: SINGLE-PARTICLE ENERGY SPECTRUM

We want to clarify the meaning of “single-particle energy spectrum” used in the main text in the case of an interacting many-body system. The quick definition is that it is the support of the density of states of the system. To give a more explicit description, we will loosely follow the treatment given in chapter 6 of Ref. [30]. In the main text, we have chosen the local density as a figure of merit to analyze the spectral properties, which in terms of the Green’s function is simply given by

\[ n_j(t) = -i G_{jj}^<(t:t); \]

The latter can be written as

\[ G_{jj}^<(t:t) = i (e^{i H \hat{t}} \hat{n}_j e^{-i H \hat{t}})_{\hat{h}_j}. \]

We now introduce the identity operator:

\[ \hat{1} = \int d\epsilon |\Psi(\epsilon)\rangle \langle \Psi(\epsilon)|, \]

where the integral is over the whole spectrum \( \sigma \) of the Hamiltonian \( \hat{H} \), namely, over the closure of the complement of the resolvent set, defined as \( \rho = |\lambda| (\hat{H} - \lambda \hat{1})^{-1} \) is a bounded operator. According to the Lebesgue decomposition theorem, the spectrum is the union of three components \( \sigma = \sigma_{ac} \cup \sigma_{sc} \cup \sigma_{pp} \), where \( ac, sc, \) and \( pp \) stand for absolutely continuous, singular continuous, and pure point, respectively. Then, for each \( \epsilon \) belongs to the pp part of the spectrum, the integral notation is assumed to be replaced by a sum. Inserting two identities into the expression for the lesser Green’s function, we obtain

\[ G_{jj}^<(t:t) = i \int d\epsilon d\epsilon' e^{i(\epsilon'-\epsilon)t} f_j(\epsilon, \epsilon'), \]

where

\[ f_j(\epsilon, \epsilon') = \langle \Psi(\epsilon)|\hat{n}_j |\Psi(\epsilon')\rangle. \]

The above expression can be recast into the form

\[ G_{jj}^<(t:t) = i \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{i\omega t} d\omega \mu_j(\omega), \]

where we defined

\[ \mu_j(\omega) = \int_d d\epsilon d\epsilon' \delta[\omega - (\epsilon' - \epsilon)] f_j(\epsilon, \epsilon'). \]

In this form, the mean value of the number of particles at site \( j \) and time \( t \) can be interpreted as the Fourier transform of a measure \( \mu_j \), which has support on the spectrum of the total Hamiltonian \( \hat{H} \). Moreover, from the expression of \( \mu_j \), we see that the measure is computed on the differences \( \epsilon' - \epsilon \) only, namely, it runs over all particle-hole-like excitations of the many-body system. In this respect, it can be seen as the single-particle excitation spectrum. To better understand this concept, let us look at a specific example. Let us consider the case of a Fermi gas of \( N \) particles at zero temperature and at equilibrium, whose Hamiltonian is \( \hat{H}_0 \). If we now add a one-body perturbation, the total Hamiltonian reads

\[ \hat{H} = \hat{H}_0 + \delta \hat{N}, \]

where \( \delta \hat{N} \) is a small perturbation. Let us assume that, at time \( t = 0 \), we suddenly switch this perturbation on (quantum quench). We then expect that the explored spectrum will be that of all particle-hole excitations around the initial Fermi energy.

In the case of the initial state considered in the main text, we expect to explore most of the single-particle excitation spectrum as the initial state is a very highly excited one.

APPENDIX B: ANALYSIS OF THE SPECTRAL PROPERTIES

The link between the dynamics of the system and the nature of the single-particle energy spectrum can be highlighted by resorting to the theory of spectral analysis of operators. It will be useful in the following to define the continuous component of a spectrum given by

\[ \sigma_c = \sigma_{ac} \cup \sigma_{sc}. \]

Let us introduce the Ruelle-Amrein-Georgescu-Enss (RAGE) theorem [44,46,47], which relates the time average of the mean of a compact operator to the presence of a continuous part. Given a compact operator \( \hat{A} \), we define the time average of its expectation value at time \( t \) as

\[ \langle \langle \hat{A} \rangle \rangle_T = \frac{1}{T} \int_0^T dt \langle \hat{A}(t) \rangle_{\hat{h}_t}. \]

The RAGE theorem states that

\[ \lim_{T \to \infty} \langle \langle \hat{A} \rangle \rangle_T = 0 \Leftrightarrow \sigma \subseteq \sigma_c. \]

The RAGE theorem gives a way to infer the presence of a pure-point component in the single-particle energy spectrum, which is guaranteed by the condition \( \lim_{T \to \infty} \langle \langle \hat{A} \rangle \rangle_T \neq 0 \).

The number operator is a compact operator as it is a linear combination of projection operators; for the same reason, also the imbalance operator is a compact operator, and therefore, the RAGE theorem applies to the quantity \( \langle \Delta \hat{N}(t) \rangle_T \) considered in the main text.

The RAGE theorem alone still does not rule out the presence of an absolutely continuous part whenever the time average goes to zero at long times. In order to assess the presence (or absence) of the absolutely continuous part, we look at the autocorrelation function:

\[ C(\tau) = \frac{\langle \langle \hat{A}(t) \rangle \rangle_{\hat{h}_t} \langle \hat{A}(t+\tau) \rangle_{\hat{h}_t}}{\langle \langle \hat{A} \rangle \rangle_{\hat{h}_t}^2}. \]

In the spectral analysis of signals, the autocorrelation functions provide a powerful method to assess the presence of correlations in time series at different time lags, and therefore, they can be used to make statements on the nature of the spectrum without having direct access to the harmonic analysis of the signal itself. Loosely speaking, if the spectrum has a pure-point component, one expects sustained oscillations in the autocorrelation function showing order in time. The autocorrelation function will decay to zero instead if the signal is not correlated at long times, a feature to be expected in the presence of a continuous spectrum. This physical intuition finds a more rigorous mathematical formulation, which we will try to present briefly in the following. It easy to see that in the case of the imbalance operator \( \Delta \hat{N} \equiv \sum_i (-1)^i \hat{n}_i \), the
autocorrelation function is given by
\[
C(\tau) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{i\omega\tau} d\omega \left| f(\omega) \right|^2,
\] (B4)
with \( \mu(\omega) = \sum_i (-1)^i \mu_i(\omega)/N \), with \( N = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\omega \sum_i (-1)^i \mu_i(\omega) \). Therefore, the autocorrelation function is nothing but the Fourier transform of a (positive) measure. Comparing it with Eq. (A4), we see that this measure is the squared modulus of the sum of measures giving the occupation number at different sites.

Therefore, it turns out that the averaged autocorrelation function is nothing but the Fourier transform of the measure \( d\omega |f(\omega)|^2 \). We can use its asymptotic behavior to detect the presence of an absolutely continuous component of the spectrum. Specifically, the Riemann-Lebesgue theorem tells us that \( \lim_{\tau \rightarrow \infty} C(\tau) = 0 \) is a necessary condition for the spectrum to be purely absolutely continuous. This means that \( \lim_{\tau \rightarrow \infty} C(\tau) \neq 0 \) implies that the spectrum is such that \( \sigma \subseteq \sigma_s \), where \( \sigma_s = \sigma_{ac} \cup \sigma_{sc} \) is the singular part of the spectrum.

As a result, the conditions for the single-particle excitation spectrum to be purely singular continuous can be written as
\[
\lim_{\tau \rightarrow \infty} \langle A \rangle_T = 0 \quad (\text{no PP component is present}),
\] (B5)
\[
\lim_{\tau \rightarrow \infty} C(\tau) \neq 0 \quad (\text{no AC component is present}).
\] (B6)

It is important to stress that, even in the case \( \lim_{\tau \rightarrow \infty} \langle A \rangle_T = 0 \land \lim_{\tau \rightarrow \infty} C(\tau) = 0 \), a singular continuous component can still be present. This is due to the fact that from the Riemann-Lebesgue theorem the condition \( \lim_{\tau \rightarrow \infty} C(\tau) = 0 \) is necessary but not sufficient to guarantee the presence of an AC component. In this respect, the conditions (B5) to detect the presence of a singular continuous component are stricter than needed.

[4] An eigenfunction is said to be critical if it is not delocalized or exponentially localized; although there exist different types of such eigenfunctions, most of them are characterized by a power-law envelope and/or nontrivial (multi)fractal properties.
[6] According to the Lebesgue decomposition theorem, a positive measure can be split into three (mutually orthogonal) components: absolutely continuous (AC), singular continuous (SC), and pure point (PP) according to the nature of their support.
[28] We set the phase of the cosine function to zero as it would not affect the results discussed in this work. Indeed, its presence would have two main consequences: a reshuffling of the bulk eigenstates with respect to the eigenenergies and a change in the energy of the two (localized) boundary states, but neither of the two affects the SPES and its nature.
[35] The residual expansion for $\lambda > 1$ can be attributed to the tails of the exponentially localized eigenstates (due to the finite size). At $\lambda = 1$ the exponent drops to $\alpha \approx 1/2$, thus signaling deviation from both ballistic and localized behaviors.
[42] All fits have been performed by excluding the first few tunneling times and specifically for $Jt \geq 5$. The same procedure was applied in Ref. [14]. The reason is that the initial, transient dynamics is ruled by single-particle tunneling.
[43] Here by the single-particle spectrum we mean the single-particle excitation spectrum. See Appendix A.